
                                    TIME AS A PRODUCT OF MOTION 
 
 
                                                     
Time is the product of motion of an object. It is the duration of the motion from point A 
to B. Thus primordial time is the duration of the motion of universe since Big Bang. The 
universe, as a unit, is known to be expanding at the rate of the speed of light, C. From the 
epicenter of the Big Bang, the motion of the aggregate of the myriad components of the 
universe is in a spherical format, where:- 
1. Object in motion is the space-time continuum which forms the skin or rind of the 
universal sphere within which matter exist. 
2. Distance traveled at any moment is the radius of the sphere. 
There are two forms of motion enacted thereof, one a product of the other:- 

1. The straight outward –bound motion of individual components of, say the 
galaxies, since inception at the rate of C2. 

2. The motion of the said galaxies away from each other in a wave format centered 
at each galaxy at the rate of C. 

On the other hand, light particles are accelerated in a spherical format within space-time 
at the rate C by the corresponding gravity produced by the motion of galaxies away from 
each other. This is in addition to the C2 motion towards the outside of the universe in 
concert with the rest of matter within space-time continuum.  
The expanding space is the increasing distances (areas) between galaxies. Thus space is 
created with time from zero space and time immediately preceding Big Bang. 
 
 
 
The universe started at zero time and space. It then follows that time is inversely 
proportional to space, such that space expands with time. This universal expansion, 
within a timeless and spaceless realm, creates the time upon which the very existence of 
the universe, and its constituents, depend.  
The other conception of time is only applicable to conscious beings within the universe. 
The various levels of consciousness created the time within which the actions and 
inactions of an individual are enacted. This journey of a life-time, from situation A to 
situation B, from birth to death, marks the span , time or distance traveled by an 
individual in its existence.  
The said individuals, on their part, create an imagined or virtual space-time within which 
they exist. Thus there is a very high probability that the very universe is also imagined. 
How we can demonstrate that a spaceless and therefore timeless realm exists is important 
at this juncture because it is the template within which the motion that creates time 
occurs: 
If motion creates space and time, then there must be a rest-frame, which is the anti-thesis 
of space-time motion, and therefore space-less, timeless and in perfect rest. 
If we sub-divide space to its minutest microscopic scales, we inevitably end up at zero 
space and zero time. Here, Strings Theory encounters strange, nonphysical properties of 
matter. Time and space is at its inception (emerging from timeless, spaceless realm). 
But how do we know it’s a realm and not an absolute dead –end?  
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We imagine a distance; say 10m, on the ground. Starting from zero distance at one end of 
the distance means we have to delve into microscopic scales because a point visible with 
naked eyes occupies space and therefore inaccurate. The precise zero distance is at the 
finest microscopic, sub-atomic level. This the zero distance and where the motion, 
existence and time of particles cease. If we are to further sub-divide the 10m distance at 
say 5m point and delve into absolute distance, we still encounter the spaceless, timeless 
‘place’, and  so on along the continuum and universal space-time in general. This means 
there is a uniform field of complete rest and ‘non-existence’. But surely we can’t assume 
that created matter and space-time is more existent than the rest-frame which precedes 
and brings it into existence. On the contrary, the sheer magnitude of the space-less, 
timeless realm that has no beginning or end renders the matter and space into absolute 
null. 
How do we know this? 
Since the universe is in spherical, wave-like motion, its safe to assume that template rest-
frame exist ‘everywhere’ the universe finds itself. This mystical realm the religious are 
inclined to call heaven. But due to the lack of distance in this spaceless realm, the said 
universe can be said to exist in multiple oneness. 
The absolute zero distance and time is to be found everywhere, underlying every point 
within the universe and extending to limitlessly outside the universe. This means also that 
it’s a realm of infinite measure as opposed to the measurable, though expanding 
postulates of the universe. Consequently, zero (absolute one) is a number of infinite 
extents, merging the smallest and biggest distances, spaces, numbers and eons. 
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The other evidence we can adduce for the existence of a spaceless, timeless realm is by 
revising the topology of the earth and other constituents of the universe on the one hand 
and that of the universe on the other. This goes a long way in explaining how the motion 
of the universe creates time and space. The spherical model of the earth, and other 
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particles and bodies, and an endless expanse of galaxies stars etc is deficient. They cannot 
explain how the universe moves as a unit and at what rate. Other physical contradictions 
also come to mind:- 
Why, for example, does an aircraft flying at a level gradient above the so-called spherical 
earth not run on a tangent into space? Or why does submarine craft traveling at a straight, 
level gradient underwater not run onto sea-level as the supposed curve of the sea and 

earth dips?  
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The best solution is proffered by a multi-dimensional helix model open at the top and 
bottom, and at every point, and particle within the space-time continuum. This also 
demonstrates the non-existent nature of space and time, and the expanding spherical shell 
motion of the universe. This best illustrates the time / fourth dimension and the time 
arrow as Einstein probably meant it to be conceptualized vis-à-vis length, breadth and 
height. 
But four dimensions would prove inadequate to describe the intricacies of the true 
topology of the earth or other such body or such particle. The sphere, as a 3-D model of 
earth etc cannot possibly exist. Kudos!  those who can accept that we are wrong here. The 
ancients had had a point in thinking the earth is flat! We can only add that it’s flat in a 
multi-dimensional not 3-D manner so that every point on its surface or space is the 
beginning, centre, or end of a flat expanse equal to the surface area of the earth! How, 
then, can I exist if one part of me is miles and miles away or the universe for that matter, 
if one part of it is light years away from itself? Yet this can be proved by any engineer, 
cartographer or layman. 
In such circumstances, longitudes and latitudes become very significant as we realize 
them to are flat and straight and not curved. The longitudes, then, are the timelines that 
determine local time as is known. The axis of the earth or other body or structure or 
particle is the continuation of a straight line of motion or travel from the past, away from 
south –pole and into the future away from north-pole. The longitudes run parallel and 
around this primordial time-line since creation. 
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The function of latitudes is , well, just that: creating space within which matter exist. 
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Now, assuming each constituent unit of the universe exists under similar parameters, a 
spherical shell is the best topology of the universe that best explains the emergence of 
time, expansion of space, gravitation and electromagnetism. 
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Here, the galaxies drive the universe, creating time. The dots in the arrows are various 
instants, past, present and future, corresponding, too, to the various positions of galaxy in 
time. The resultant C2 gravitation is subsumed by black holes into infinity. 

This concerted outward motion all around the universal sphere, causing to expand 
balloon-like, creates a secondary motion, horizontally linear, of galaxies away from each 
other at the speed of light. This also creates gravitational waves of similar magnitude that, 
in turn, drives light and other subatomic emissions. 

Therefore, with mass being proportional to the energy of matter at C2, time is an 
integral variable of the equation of physical existence, the other being distance covered 
by the universe since e big Bang. Thus any change in the mass of the universe affects the 
speed of the same, that of light and therefore energy of matter. With mass being lost 
through radioactivity, fission/fusion, black holes etc, the universe is bound to slow down, 
which means time will pass more slowly. In an apocalypse, where all matter is destroyed, 
time would end earlier than expected; else the time would come to a natural end at a time 
determined by the rate at which the universe losses mass. 

What happens to intelligence /conscience at individual death is enigmatic because 
the soul (the brains behind something i.e. Its software) is not a material and therefore 
does not occupy space. It is the corporeal living being that occupies space, and at death 
still occupies space as non-living matter. Yet we know something is amiss because the 
remains cannot behave the way it used to mechanically, biologically etc. Thus the puzzle 
is how and by whom is the being de-programmed, to use imagery, or programmed at 
conception. The truth is most of human technological innovations and scientific ideas 
occur naturally in nature e.g.  aviation and  birds, nuclear energy and the sun, digital 
machines and living beings etc. Hence a being is able to conduct its activities without 
external drivers. The question is what really happens at its conception and death. Both 
appear to be ideas we can now relate to in this digital era. If a programmer is transmitting 
his ideas into a program, it won’t exist without him/her thinking it up. If we remove time, 
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the program would stop existing if he stopped thinking about it and indeed it does not 
exist except a user puts it on. If the body is the user and the program is life, end of the 
program is the end of life. But the program comes to an end only on the perspective of 
user and at a particular time otherwise it is still open for use by others (reincarnation) or 
be at timeless rest .Should we go ahead to include the physical universe in this digital 
analogy, despite our experiences to the contrary, the multiple dimensions of earth and 
space as described earlier have the implications of non-existence. Indeed, each particle or 
point in space-time is separated by outrageous distances brought together by the all-
powerful bond of the infinite one (zero) and therefore a nullity. What we perceive as 
tangible reality is a fleeting impulse, which is the motion that creates time and physical 
existence. Like in the movies, the actors’ experiences and actions are very real to us. But 
the movie director intends it to be a time-passing, money-minting motion picture. No 
doubt the proliferation of life in the universe has a purpose. With the fierce separation of 
space-time and infinity, a mastermind outside the universe has to innovate by introducing 
intelligent beings through which to rectify or develop the universe. But whether the 
movie can be replayed or amended can only be answered by one outside the universe to 
replay the recording in the past or amend past acts. 

In the end, no physical being or entity can achieve this feat as the very nature of 
physicality is to speed for survival and therefore lives for the moment or period. But the 
fact living beings can engage constructively or destructively, socially or individually, 
shows we are not marionettes and can contribute negatively or positively to the entire 
creative enterprise. If physicality holds us down, unable to perceive the larger picture and 
thus remain self-centered, death of finite existence leads to infinite existence in the 
timeless aspect where the drama of the universe can be observed or recreated more 
intimately from the beginning to the end. In such conditions, you can edit the unpleasant 
or destructive acts with the self-interest of a be-all and end-all. This is because the infinite 
rest-frame has no centre and therefore no distance or individual differences. All are 
together as one incorporeal entity, living and non-living, animal and vegetative, male and 
female, good and bad, loved and hated one and the other, this one as that one, when man 
and God are one. This is the only true reality. Albert Einstein said: not everything that 
can be counted counts and not everything that counts can be counted. There is nothing 
else besides infinity, which is absolutely one. 

How matter and time came about at the Big Bang, the transition to, or production 
of, physical universe out of timeless and spaceless infinity was classically thought out by 
16th century cabbalist R. Isaac Luria. According to his esoteric thinking, some infinite 
energy was contracted into matter in a process he called Tzimtzum. How infinity/eternity 
can contract itself into finite, gross matter, space and time is explained by its 
omnipotence, which makes everything a possibility. 

The Lurianic system is in accord with the modern theory of conservation of 
energy where energy is neither created nor destroyed. 

Pure, lucid energy (uni-dimensional) is contracted into matter (multi-dimensional) 
and vice-versa. 
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Contraction 

Expansion 

 
     Uni-dimensional strands of pure energy (without any material aspect) 

extending into infinite directions and magnitude present an omnipotent, balanced 
potential, with each strand in positive and negative equilibrium. The strands that are 
supple without matter, length or breadth whatsoever become, when contracted, brittle, 
and into pieces (particles) that are negatively or positively charged, depending on which 
end they derive, or neutral.  

The created matter was clearly an oddity in infinity and antimatter opposition 
kicked in due to the imbalance of energy equations. The resultant Big Bang should have 
annihilated the nascent matter were it not for electromagnetism that coalesced particles 
into bodies and systems that, in turn, warped space-time into safe worlds which support 
physical existence by speeding at C2 without succumbing to C2 gravitation thereof, the 
motion creating the time within which existence is enabled. 
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    The above sectional representation of a galaxy and samples of its constituents show the 
emergence of time at Big Bang. The time arrow acting on the axis of either heavenly 
body is also a vector of cosmic force drives the galaxy and its constituent’s .When ma
is destroyed, this is the energy that is harnessed. Now, time is further divided, naturally, 
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into useful units.  The day as a unit of time is determined by evolution of the planet on its
axis. The day is further divided into hours/minutes/seconds and the planet into time-zones 
determined by latitudes as timelines. A planetary revolution around the sun is the year 
and revolution of the solar system around the galaxy is another eon. 

On the other end of the scale, sub-atomic particles orbiting th
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 have demonstrated, to a reasonable extent that time is a product 
of trans

 

me sub-units e.g. Nano-second. But their time arrow is horizontal in orientation a
opposed to the vertical time-arrow. Yet both describe primordial time because horizontal 
acceleration of the galaxies away from each other vis-à-vis the vertical motion was 
simultaneous. The horizontal acceleration at C produces the C gravitational accelera
spread across the universe and which is responsible for magnetic waves. 

In this case then each wave, which spreads spherically from the so
ns, comprise its own space –time continuum that is, necessarily a spherical shell 

that is expanding horizontally and vertically as it were. Thus each such particle becomes 
a component of the quantum space-time within the overall universal space-time. This 
action occurs within the infinite rest frame- that underlies space. 

Having said that, it is important to emphasize that both the
are simultaneous (commenced at once due to a mathematical imperative) and 

produce the same time. 
In conclusion, we
ition from one point to another. This is achieved by motion of matter driven by 

anti-matter energy. Thus when we say we have made it to a destination, we mean to say
that we have made the time of the journey. Reliable estimates make it 15billion years of 
universal journey so far. The journey is long and hard, but those who hope in the Lord 
shall renew their strength. They shall mount with wings like eagles. They shall run and 
not tire, walk and not grow weary (to quote Isaiah) – just like the universe effortlessly 
creating its own time and space powered by a far more potent force! 
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